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Lesson Overview: There are 2 main methods of waste disposal in the US—incineration and 
LANDFILLS. Landfilling remains the most popular choice of American waste engineers. But that 
choice carries heavy responsibility and liability for the greater communities that host landfills. Learn 
more about the motivations and decisions that go into waste engineering. 

STANDARDS (NGS)
HS ESS3-4 Earth and Human Activity 
Evaluate or refine a technological solution that reduces impacts of human activities on natural systems

HS ESTS1-1 Engineering Design 
Analyze a major global challenge to specify qualitative and quantitative criteria and constraints for 
solutions that account for societal needs and wants.

HS ETS1-2 Engineering Design 
Design a solution to a complex real-world problem by breaking it down into smaller, more manageable 
problems that can be solved through engineering.

HS-ETS1-3 Engineering Design 
Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem based on prioritized criteria and trade-offs  
that account for a range of constraints, including cost, safety, reliability, and aesthetics as well as 
possible social, cultural, and environmental impacts.

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE Review for you
(Landfill Construction) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzo5sv4IrIw
(Landfill) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsyg472MQp8
(MRF) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYux4-KIY1o&t=113s

MATERIAL LIST & SET-UP VIDEO

Activity:
1. Introduce and RESEARCH the Landfilling Process and Key Terms
2. Project: Landfill Construction. Student groups will 
      *  incorporate into companies with specific roles
      *  develop a rubric for design, create a landfill design
      *  develop a budget and purchase materials
      *  construct &engineer solutions for problems that arise during the construction phase

Practice & Review: (Analyze & Evaluate - see video)
Student companies will individually TEST their landfill designs (WATER & WIND). Then they will 
discuss and share the pros and cons of design, working in roles in companies, and improvements or 
achievements of each design.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wzo5sv4IrIw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsyg472MQp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYux4-KIY1o&t=113s
https://youtu.be/UJ9FRj6sBTA

